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The purpose of this four-week Field experience is to focus on complex dimensions of individual/group learning in classrooms. The
den Field
Experience Journal and his/her/their participation in the Field placement should provide evidence of an emerging ability to act thoughtfully in the
classroom and within the school community, and a preliminary understanding of learners and of the enactment of curriculum and pedagogical
relationships within the classroom environment. The Narrative Assessment should address he den eache g o h in heir initial ability to plan
for, implement and assess learning. It should also comment on the st den eache growth in relation to the Teaching Quality Standard, including the
den o n goal e ing reflections and personal/professional assessment throughout the field experience. The Field Experience In c o
assessment should also addres he den o e all a ici a ion in bo h collabo a i e and coho lea ning a ignmen incl ding D2L and the e-Portfolio
assignment. The follo ing e o on he den work should be organized in relation to the questions: Where is the work particularly strong? What
could the student do to further his/her professional growth and development? You may also want to consider the course outcomes as a method of
organizing the assessment.

Comments:
Mr. Valleau spent his four-week practicum working with grades six to nine classes in a public, school in
Calgary, Alberta. He primarily taught music classes to the entire population. In his third week of practicum he
had to plan and teach online lessons to follow Covid-19 protocol. During this time, he also researched musical
composition applications appropriate for junior high students in an online environment and reviewed
assessment techniques practiced by a variety of band teachers. The demographics of the school varied
tremendously as it provides a traditional learning program with students bussed in from around the city, a
community program for local students as well as an adapted learning program and paced learning program.
Students presented with a range of learning profiles including attentional and behavioral (anxiety) challenges,
gifted/talented students, developmentally delayed students and English language learners. This demographic
provided an opportunity to observe, create and implement differentiated instruction.
Jason demonstrated comprehensive organization and lesson planning skill throughout the practicum, made
formal reflections after teaching each lesson assessing his performance and applying feedback from his
partner teacher and field advisor (adapting his teaching style for younger grades, developing a wider scope of
assessment practice).
During the observations, it was clear that Jason had developed positive relationships with the students.
Students were engaged, responsive and respectful, approaching him with ease to ask questions, share a
comment (sharing rock trivia) or seek direction (students thanked him for his helpful feedback on their
compositions). Throughout the lesson Mr. Valleau demonstrated respect and authentic regard for student
opinions (surveyed student musical interests) and showed a high tolerance for the activity level in a busy music
room. In fact, he could be described as creating a “Zen” atmosphere modelling expectations directly and calmly
while students were collaboratively clapping out different rhythms.
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Throughout the practicum Jason demonstrated his skill and knowledge as a musician, his resilient manner and
extensive expertise with technology. From the first moment in the first lesson he was able to capture the
students’ attention (clapping different rhythms in a call/response pattern) immediately engaging them. He
continued with questions about rock trivia, giving students roles as researchers (googling answers) then deftly
moving into presenting notations for the rhythmic examples. In fact, throughout the lesson he introduced a
variety of musical terms and techniques seamlessly weaving in pieces from opera, jazz, classics and rock. He
modelled active listening to a variety of genres and identifying a range of instruments. As he continued,
students organically came to understand the lesson objective that two measures of music contain several
individual elements, notes and instruments that shape the overall rhythm and “feel” of a song. Students were
able to demonstrate their skill and knowledge by creating their own notation discoveries which would inspire a
larger composition in a subsequent lesson. At the end of the class the students clapped as if they had just
witnessed a performance. In fact, they had witnessed a performance of teaching excellence.
In the follow up lesson, Mr. Valleau had students create a composition which he immediately “played” offering
specific formative feedback. Students expressed their gratitude for this and told me that he was an amazing
teacher who incorporates their feedback and gives good advice.
Mr. Valleau is a committed and engaged, emerging professional who is particularly interested in honing his skill
with differentiation, assessment and equitable engagement and participation.
All EDUC 465 course requirements have been completed including: creating and updating a professional
journal and website, as well as collaborating in community by sharing ideas, resources, assessments and
wellness strategies digitally and in the school cohort.
He has met the Teaching Quality Standard indicators relevant to EDUC 465 and is progressing in all areas.
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